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With the evolution of product service systems, as well as the proposal and wide

application of cloud computing and big services,more andmoremanufacturing

enterprises are turning from being product oriented to service oriented. A

difficult aspect is that with the growth of customer scale and the personalization

of customer service needs, service providers cannot rely on their own resources

to fulfill services. Moreover, meeting the needs of customers often requires a

complete and complex service. Therefore, the service provider has to provide

cross-enterprise collaborative services and coordinate the resources of all

participants in the product service system to complete the services together.

This research proposes a novel resource allocation method for product service

systems that adopt the bilateral resource integration service mode and

considers the service process life cycle. Based on the process mining

techniques, this method extracts knowledge from the execution event log of

the service process stored in the enterprise information system, constructs the

resource allocation problem model, and gives the process mining-based

resource allocation algorithm (PMRA). We use an air conditioner repair

service as a case to verify the method proposed in this study. The

contribution of this study is to propose a new method of resource allocation

for cross-enterprise product−service processes based on process mining

techniques, which takes into account empirical knowledge from historical

data and can provide a new idea for service optimization of product service

systems.
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1 Introduction

At present, service has become the main driving force for social and economic

development. More and more manufacturing enterprises are undergoing service-oriented

transformation. They are no longer limited to the sales of products, but provide products

and services as a whole to increase the added value, improve corporate profits, and gain a
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competitive advantage in the market (Kimita et al., 2016). The

product service system (PSS) is a business model that emerged

under this trend. It is designed to be competitive, meet customer

needs, and have a lower impact on the environment (Mont,

2002). Also, as time evolved, value-driven PSS has come to be

known as one of the main directions of research, focusing on the

co-creation of value for all stakeholders (Brissaud et al., 2022). A

customer’s service need is the trigger of service, which is

ultimately met by various service actors together (Zhou et al.,

2020). With the increasing complexity and personalization of

customer needs, service providers cannot meet the requirements

of customers with the services and resources they have alone. At

the same time, service providers need to provide customers with a

transparent and complete service and reduce customer

participation and improve customer satisfaction. Hereby, the

actors and resources in the value chain need to be integrated to

meet the massive individualized needs (Xu et al., 2018). Cloud

computing provides the access mode of service resources, while

big service provides the construction method of complex services

(Xu et al., 2015). The PSS is a relatively new field, and theories

such as cloud computing and big services can be used to enrich its

resource access modes and service compositions, while the use of

resources is inseparable from each participant in the operation

system of the PSS. However, it can be found that there is little

research on resource allocation for the PSS, while the service-

oriented process and activity-level resource allocation still lack

in-depth research combined with the actual service scenarios

of PSS.

For this gap, in the context of cloud computing and big

service, this study proposes a new resource allocation method for

a PSS that adopts the bilateral resource integration service

(BIRIS) mode and considers the service process life cycle.

Based on the process mining techniques, this method extracts

knowledge from the execution event log of the service process

stored in the enterprise’s information systems, constructs the

resource allocation problem model, and gives the corresponding

solution algorithm. Through themining and analysis of historical

data, the model construction and solution results can be more in

line with the actual situation of service execution in the PSS and

the weakness of difference between theoretical analysis and

practical application can be avoided. Since information

systems collect a large amount of data from business

practices, the adoption of process mining techniques can not

only extract knowledge from these data to provide near-realistic

settings but also assist in running simulations. Moreover, the

method proposed in this study can improve the computability of

resource allocation in the service process of the PSS, especially in

terms of work efficiency and service time.

In this study, the product−service process refers to the

process of fulfilling customer service needs around the

product in the PSS with the product as the carrier. That is,

the services in the PSS are realized through the product−service

process. The originality of this contribution lies in a new method

of resource allocation of product−service processes based on

process mining techniques. As there are a large number of service

logs in the information system of the PSS, the introduction of the

process mining algorithm can discover the service patterns,

resource usage, and personnel efficiency from the logs, which

can provide empirical knowledge support for the subsequent

resource allocation. On this basis, we establish a mathematical

model of the product−service process resource allocation

problem and give the corresponding solution. This approach

considers the impact of historical experience on the upcoming

service process with the historical service log; at the same time, it

tries to apply the process mining techniques to new service

scenarios and provides a new idea for resource allocation in

the PSS. Therefore, this study fills the gap of less literature on

resource allocation in the PSS to some extent.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section

2 reviews some relevant literature and theoretical foundations of

the PSS, resource allocation, and process mining. Section 3

describes the problem of resource allocation in the

product−service process of the PSS, defines related concepts,

and constructs the problem model. Section 4 presents the

solution idea and specific algorithm for the problem model

based on process mining. A real case is used to validate our

method in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the applicable service

scenarios of the proposed method and some shortcomings of the

method. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 7.

2 Literature background

This section presents the relevant research work and

theoretical foundations, including product service systems,

resource allocation, and process mining. Among them, a

product service system is the context in which the research is

conducted, resource allocation is the key to completing the

services in the PSS and is the problem that needs to be

solved, and process mining is a means to solve this problem

and is an important supporting technique.

2.1 Product service system

The product service system (PSS) comes from the concept of

“servitization,” which promotes the transformation of traditional

product-oriented manufacturing to service-oriented

manufacturing (Kryvinska et al., 2020). White et al. (1999)

articulated that service is the value-added part of the

industrial economic base. Goedkoop et al., 1999 proposed a

clear concept of a product service system; they pointed out

that a product service system is a system that integrates

products and services to meet customers’ needs. With the

development of the Internet, social interaction breaks through

the limitations of time and space, and this also provides an
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opportunity for the integration of products and services. Based

on the background of Industry 4.0, Gaiardelli et al. (2021) argued

that the development of science and technology plays an

important role in the establishment and improvement of the

PSS, which is embodied in the incentive effect on horizontal

integration and service transformation. The massive amount of

data generated by the current development of technology is both

a challenge and an opportunity for enterprises. The collaborative

and integrated ecosystem named big service can more effectively

address these challenges (Xu et al., 2015).

In the current research, the network nature of the PSS is

beginning to merge with service design (Costa et al., 2018). In the

field of service, scholars have begun to focus on the concept of

pattern. Alexander, 1979 defined a pattern as a set of rules that

describe situations, problems, and solutions. Later, researchers

began to combine pattern and service, focusing on the service

composition of primitive services, and combining atomic services

using domain knowledge to meet customer needs (Strunk, 2010).

Xu et al. (2019) proposed that the core of the service pattern is to

combine small-granularity services into a service pattern and

quickly construct a service plan based on it. Huang et al. (2010)

defined the concept of reusable process fragments similar to

service patterns, which refers to service composition that meets

certain constraints.

It can be found that the concept of PSS has been gradually

integrated into the operating philosophy of management and

gradually penetrated the subdivision of enterprises. Also, the PSS

is an important theoretical support for enterprise service

transformation. With the deepening of the research on the

PSS, the concept has become more and more specific, and it

is more in line with the characteristics of social development.

2.2 Resource allocation

The classic project scheduling problem usually takes the

construction period and cost as the scheduling goal and the

resources have a single capability (Ma et al., 2019). Later,

resources were further subdivided into renewable resources,

non-renewable resources, doubly-constrained resources, and

partially-renewable resources (Kolisch and Padman, 2001). In

the follow-up modeling research, most scholars focus on

renewable resources but ignore the flexibility of resources. Yu

et al. (2010) studied the project scheduling problem with flexible

resource constraints, and they designed a two levels mapping

network to map relationships among tasks, capabilities, and

resources.

With the rapid development of cloud computing and big

data, the research on service resource allocation problems

becomes more complicated (Xu et al., 2017). Xu et al. (2020)

analyzed relevant literature and pointed out that the relationship

between capabilities and resources can be further studied. Wang

and Xu (2009) designed a bilateral resource integration service

(BIRIS) model, which introduced a third-party service platform

for resource integration; it could integrate service resources to

customers and customer resources to providers. Pawar and

Wagh (2012) proposed a dynamic resource allocation

mechanism for preemptable jobs in the cloud and proposed a

priority-based algorithm to meet the fast response in multi-client

situations. Mezache et al. (2016) proposed an adaptive resource

allocation algorithm for cloud systems and used a genetic

algorithm to solve it. Zhuang et al. (2016) pointed out that

there are some important business constraints between

services and resources and valuable service experience can be

obtained through statistical analysis, data mining, and other

techniques. Zhang et al. (2020) proposed a method based on a

PSS multilayer network to solve the problem of service activity

selection as well as resource allocation. Wang et al. (2022) argued

that in the context of big services, the provision of resources is

often cross-industry and the algorithm search space is huge, and

in this case, more efficient resource allocation can be achieved

through the aggregation of services and resources in different

fields. Kang et al. (2021) proposed an auction-based cloud

configuration and sharing method for the logistics product

service system to solve the problem of logistics resource

allocation.

In the new social and economic environment, traditional

resource allocation methods are no longer suitable for proposing

service-oriented solutions. In order to quickly match the supply

and demand sides, various techniques can be used to complete

the resource allocation in the current big service system.

2.3 Process mining

Process mining is a new business intelligence analysis method. It

obtains the real business process of the enterprise bymining the event

log generated during the operation of the enterprise system (Zerbino

et al., 2021). Cook and Wolf first proposed the concept of process

discovery, that is, process models can be automatically discovered

from event logs recorded by enterprise information systems (Cook

and Wolf, 1995). After that, Agrawal et al. (1998) proposed the

concept of process mining and they are the earliest researchers of

process mining algorithms. With the evolution of process mining,

some scholars have proposed or improved processmining algorithms

to adapt to appropriate application scenarios. Weijters et al. (2006)

proposed a heuristic process mining algorithm, which can handle

noise and abnormal problems well. After that, Weijters and Ribeiro

(2011) improved the heuristic process mining algorithm and

proposed a flexible heuristic mining algorithm, in which the

concept of the enhanced causal network was proposed and the

concept of the package was used instead of set. Later, Zhou et al.

(2021) improved the flexible heuristic algorithm and proposed a

mining algorithm for the service value chain, which can extract actors

participating in activities and value information of different

dimensions.
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Based on process mining techniques, the real service

execution process of the enterprise can be obtained by mining

the service event logs stored in the enterprise information system.

With the improvement of the process mining algorithm, more

valuable information can be mined, such as valuable information

about different activities in the process. Therefore, this study uses

process mining techniques to obtain the resource allocation

information during the execution of the historical service

process, which can play an auxiliary role in the future

resource allocation decision.

3 Resource allocation model for the
product service system

In the context of PSS, traditional resource allocation methods

need to be improved to adapt to the new demands of the current

service ecosystem. This section clarifies the research issues and

proposes an analytical framework, then defines related concepts,

and finally proposes a resource allocation mathematical model.

The model and solution proposed in this study address the door-

to-door service scenario for large household appliances, i.e., after

the service demand is generated, all parties involved need to

integrate their resources and go to the location where the

customer demands are located to perform the service

activities. For example, installation service for refrigerators,

repair service for washing machines, etc. It is assumed that

the update of the resource status is timely and without delay;

each service activity is assumed to be an independent unit, and if

the same service activity is performed repeatedly it is treated as

multiple service units. Only the time-consuming activities related

to resource allocation in the service process are considered and

the rest of the activities are not considered in this study.

3.1 Description of resource allocation
problems in the PSS

As mentioned in the literature review section, BIRIS is a

service integration model proposed due to the huge number of

both supply and demand sides, which consists of three parts:

customers, providers, and third-party platforms (Wang and Xu,

2009). For customers, it is reflected in the rapid response to their

needs, and can use the platform’s services transparently without

paying attention to details. For providers, it is reflected in

improving the provider’s business quality and efficiency.

Considering the characteristics of the PSS, it extends the

application scenario of the BIRIS mode, which is described in

Figure 1. On the one hand, the service system integrates the

service needs of customers; on the other hand, it integrates the

primitive services and service resources of service actors. The

service system is operated by the service provider and the actors

in the service system could be service providers, its partners, or

customers. Compared with BIRIS, it emphasizes that all actors in

the service value chain complete the service together for the

target customers and emphasizes the mutual collaboration of

participants and value co-creation in the service process.

Combined with the new models and technologies emerging

in the current PSS development, this study integrates the concept

of BIRIS in the PSS into the big service system and uses the idea of

cloud computing to propose an analytical framework for the PSS

considering resources. As shown in Figure 2, the left and right

sides are the aggregation of customer needs and actors,

respectively. The cloud in the middle is the service system

where the service provider matches the supply and demand

sides. Service models including service process information are

stored in the service library. Atomic services and resources

provided by different actors are stored in primitive service

repositories and virtual resource pools, respectively. In this

framework, service providers integrate various actors with

their primitive services and resources to participate in the

service according to the needs of customers. As mentioned

above, some related small-granularity services can combine

into a service pattern (Xu et al., 2019). When the customer’s

service order arrives, the service provider finds the suitable

service model and appropriate atomic services or service

patterns from the repositories, then allocates resources to

these services, and finally, executes the service tasks and

collects the feedback for continuous optimization. Customers

only need to use the services in the service system according to

their needs, without knowing who will complete their service

orders.

This study mainly focuses on the resource allocation step

in the proposed framework to achieve efficient execution of

the service process. For example, the air conditioner repair

service requires an engineer to carry repair tools and parts

and drive to the agreed site to perform the task. But the

engineer’s schedule may already be filled with other tasks or

the parts may be out of stock. In these situations, it requires

waiting for these resources to become available again, or

selecting other resources to perform the task. When calling

other resources, the execution efficiency of the task may

change. Because the capabilities of different resources are

often different, such as engineer A can complete the repair in

half an hour, but engineer B may take 2 h due to his or her

unfamiliarity with this type of repair. Therefore, how to

complete the order efficiently through reasonable resource

allocation is the practical problem that this study intends to

solve.

3.2 Concepts of resource allocation in
the PSS

The following defines the relevant concepts and establishes a

mathematical model for the resource allocation step in the
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framework. The definition can be divided into two parts, the

definition of resource and the definition of service. During the

resource configuration process, (−) is used to represent the

variable before participating in the configuration. The variable

without the prefix symbol defaults to the variable in the general

state and the state change of the resource is not particularly

emphasized.

Definition 1. The customer resource Rdemand is stored in the

form of service order, and the service order O is the entity

corresponding to the customer’s service request in the service

system. The two can be expressed as follows:

Rdemand � cID, oID( ),
O � oID, oLoc, oNeed, oTime( ),

FIGURE 1
Extention of BIRIS in PSS.

FIGURE 2
Analysis framework of PSS considering resources.
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where

• Rdemand is a customer resource, which consists of a

customer code cID and order code oID. cID is a unique

number that identifies a customer and oID is a unique

number that identifies an order;

• oLoc is the location of the order. The location of the order

reflects where the customer wants to be served;

• oNeed is the type of customer’s need;

• oTime is the generation time of the order.

Definition 2. The service resource Rsupply refers to the resource

that can be provided by actors, which are stored in the virtual

resource pool. The service system will match the resources and

the needs. The service resources can be expressed as follows:

Rsupply � sID, rID, rLoc, rType, rName, rCapability, rState,Nremain( ),

where

• sID represents the code of the actor providing the service,

uniquely identifying an actor;

• rID is the code of the resource, which uniquely identifies a

resource;

• rLoc is the location of the resource. If the distance between

oLoc and rLoc exceeds a certain threshold, the resource

does not have the ability to serve the order;

• rType is the type of resource, and the variable can be

assigned according to different resource classification

methods according to the business needs;

• rName is the name of the resource;

• rCapability is the capability set of a resource, which reflects

whether the resource is a flexible resource. If rCapability

contains only one element, the resource is a common resource,

and if there is more than one capability, the resource is a flexible

resource. This study represents the capability level of the flexible

resource by quantifying the specialization level of resources. For a

specific service task, the capabilities of flexible resources can be

expressed in the form of a set:

rCapability � C cName, avg Te( )( ),

where cName is the name of the capability and Te refers to the

service execution time spent by the flexible resource to perform

specific tasks to meet customer needs.

• rState represents the state of the resource; if the resource is
now available, then rState = 1, otherwise, if the resource is

unavailable during that time period, rState = 0.

• Nremain indicates the remaining number of resources.

Definition 3. The allocated resource Rallocation refers to the

resources participating in the resource allocation process and

are combined with the service to form a service solution. The

configured resource contains the type and quantity of the

resource and can be expressed as follows:

Rallocation � Rsupply, Nallocation( ),

where

• Rsupply is the same as it of Definition 2;

• Nallocation is the number of resources configured.

Definition 4. Atomic service, also named primitive service, is

the smallest granularity of services that can no longer be

segmented. It is stored in the service repository, and it can be

defined as follows:

S � sID, sName, sNeed, sCapability( ),

where

• sID is the code of the atomic service;

• sName is the name of the atomic service;

• sNeed represents the set of requirements that the atomic

service can be used to satisfy;

• sCapability is the set of capabilities required by the atomic

service.

Definition 5. Service pattern, also known as the business-

oriented service complex, is a series of primitive services that

can fit customers’ needs efficiently (Wang et al., 2013). It is

related to a priori business, which can realize the mapping of

service requirements to specific service combinations. It can be

represented by a multi-dimensional vector (Zhuang et al., 2016):

SP � pInfo, pService, pResource, pConstraint, pNeed( ),

where

• pInfo is the basic information set of the service pattern,

including the service pattern code spID and application

process;

• pService stores the atomic services included in the service

pattern and the logical relationship between them;

• pResource is a collection of resources required by the service
pattern;

• pConstraint is a set of constraints of service modes, mainly

including logical constraints and association constraints

between atomic services;

• pNeed is the set of requirements that the service model can

be used to satisfy.

Definition 6. Service scheme is a service execution plan for the

process, which include atomic services, service patterns, and logical

relationships between them, which can be defined as follows:

S � C S( ), C Rallocation( )( ),

where

• C(S) represents a collection of services, which store atomic

services, service patterns, or a combination of the two

required by the service solution;

• C(Rallocation) represents a collection of allocated resources.
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3.3 Resource allocation model for the PSS

In the PSS, the service system provides knowledge support

for the whole life cycle of the service process through knowledge

extraction by process mining, specifically in three areas: clarifying

the process, mining service association rules, and mining

resource behavior.

The service process can be obtained through a process

mining algorithm, and the key activities related to resource

allocation can be obtained through value analysis. The

association between services is defined as

Cor< si, sj >5p(si, sj)≥P (Xu et al., 2017). If the

collaboration probability p (si and sj) between two services is

greater than a certain threshold P, then, these two services are the

set of associated services. In the heuristic mining algorithm, the

collaboration probability and order relationship between services

can be measured by a0Wb � ( |a>Wb|−|b>Wa|
|a>Wb|+|b>Wa|+1). a0Wb takes a

value between [−1 and 1], and themore the value tends to 1 or −1,

the more it indicates a stronger sequential relationship and

dependence between the two (Weijters et al., 2006). In this

study, we define that if the dependency between two activities

is greater than 0.9, then they are positively sequential and have a

strong association. The historical behavior information of

resources can be obtained by mining service value.

According to the framework of Figure 2 and the concept

definition, a model for the resource allocation process is

established as follows:

minT � min Tp rState, oLoc, rLoc( ) + Te S( )( ) (1)
s.t.

cp S( )PoNeed, (2)
oLoc − rLoc| |#d,∀r ∈ Rallocation, (3)
rState � 1,∀r ∈ −( )Rallocation, (4)
Nallocation > 0,∀r ∈ Rallocation, (5)

Nremain −NallocationP0,∀r ∈ −( )Rallocation, (6)
rCapability
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣P1,∀r ∈ Rsupply, (7)
p si, sj( )PPcorrelation,∀si, sj ∈ pService, (8)

STsjPFTsi,∀si, sj ∈ C S( ),∀i< j, (9)
FTsi − STsi > 0,∀si ∈ C S( ). (10)

Eq. 1 is the objective function of the model. This model is

used to rapidly integrate and match the orders, services, and

resources of both supply and demand sides to provide customers

with efficient and complete big services. According to the actual

situation of the service-oriented manufacturing industry,

this study mainly considers the time-consuming service

preparation phase and service execution phase of the

service process life cycle.

Eqs 2–10 are the constraints of the model. The constraints of the

model can be divided into two parts; one part is the constraints

arising from thematch between the integration requirements and the

integration services and resources. The other part is the constraints

formed within the service process. Eqs 2–7 are the constraints

generated by the matching process. Different demands of orders,

different types of services, and different states and efficiencies of

resources will all have an impact on resource allocation.

In Eq. 2, cp(S) represents the service capability value of S, which
needs to be greater than the user’s requirement oNeed (Wang et al.,

2022). Eq. 3 indicates that for all configured resources, the location

oLoc of the customer should bewithin the distance dwhere the actors

and their partners can provide the service. Eq. 4 states that the

resource can only participate in the task if the state of it is 1. Eq. 5

means that for all the resources Rallocation is involved in the allocation

and the number of configurationsNallocation needs to be non-zero. Eq.

6 indicates that for all resources Rallocation involved in the

configuration, it is necessary to determine whether the number of

configurations Nallocation exceeds the remaining number Nremain

before the configuration, and if it exceeds Nremain, the constraint

is not met and cannot participate in the allocation; in Eq. 7, for all

Rsupply, the number of capabilities |rCapability| needs to be greater

than or equal to 1, otherwise, the resource does not have the

prerequisite to create value.

Eqs 8–10 are the constraints formed within the service process.

This study measures indivisibility by the correlation properties of

services. The correlation relationship between services is defined as

Cor< si, sj >5p(si, sj)PP (Xu et al., 2017). Referring to this

definition, the measurement based on service pattern is proposed

as Eq. 8. As it is mentioned above, a service pattern is a collection of

business-related services which is related to the prior tasks (Wang

et al., 2013). This study uses Eq. 8 to verify whether there is a

correlation between service tasks, that is, if si and sj belong to the same

service pattern, then the collaboration probability p(si, sj) between

FIGURE 3
Solving process of the resource allocation problem.
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them should be higher than a certain threshold Pcorrelation. si and sj are

any two primitive services or service patterns in C(S) that have a

sequential logical relationship. Eq. 9 indicates that if si is executed

before sj, then the start time STsj should be later than the end time

FTsi. Eq. 10 indicates that the execution time of the service task

should be greater than 0.

4 Solution for the resource allocation
model

Based on the defined framework, concepts, and models, this

section designs the following solution considering the service

process lifecycle.

4.1 Idea of the solution

The operation of a service system is a continuous cycle, in

which a new log is generated in one operation, which in turn can

be used as the data for the next cycle. A professional division of

labor for resources can improve the efficiency of the service, and

how to use professional resources to deal with dominated

problems is an important issue to be considered in process

optimization (Zhao and Liu, 2014). This section presents a

process mining-based solution based on process mining

techniques for optimizing the analysis of resource allocation.

The idea of solving the resource allocation problem is shown

in Figure 3. The outer loop represents the operation of the service

system and the inner loop represents the continuous update of

the resource state. The details of the solution process to the

resource allocation problem are as follows:

4.1.1 Process mining
In the database, there are a large number of event logs that

record historical information. The actual process, resource type,

and efficiency information can be obtained through process

mining techniques. It can provide a basis for Eq. 8 and the

following service aggregation.

4.1.2 Integration of needs
Integrate and categorize the needs of customers. The

customer’s needs may reach the service provider in various

ways or the service provider may actively generate service

requirements before the customer finds the problem. These

requirements are passed into the service system in the form of O.

4.1.3 Service configuration
Under the constraints of SLA, we build service processes and

select services that match orders (Zhou et al., 2020). The service

model is matched to S and SP according to the correlation

between the customer’s needs and the services obtained

through process mining.

4.1.4 Resource allocation
Atomic service and service patterns configured in the service

process require various resources. Multiple resources of various

actors conforming to Eq. 7 are stored in the virtual resource pool

in the different rState. They have different efficiency of services

for different tasks due to their specialized property differences.

This step requires considering the constraints of the model to

find the optimal solution under the resource constraints.

First, integrate bilateral resources. For the customer side, the

service system needs to extract the demand category oNeed and

location oLoc from the order arriving at the system. For the actors

providing the service, the service system combines all the S that

can satisfy the demand and are relatively efficient into the

candidate service solution set CS, according to Eq. 2. Then, it

judges in the CS whether the C(Rallocation) in S meets the

constraint of Eqs 3, and if the distance is beyond the scope,

then S is removed fromCS. Then, the service solutions inCS are

arranged in ascending order according to the service execution

time Te. Scan S sequentially, and if all the resources required in S

satisfy Eqs 4–6, these services and resources can form a complete

large service to meet the needs of the customer. Also, Eqs 8–10

are considered to obtain the optimal resource constraint under

the logical restrictions. The resources are then configured and

rState of them is updated. If some of the resources required by S

are in an unavailable state, then scan to the next S. If all S have

some or all of their resources in an unavailable state, a wait or

reorganization operation needs to be performed as appropriate.

The waiting operation is to wait for the occupied resources to

become available again (rState changes from 0 to 1). The

execution of services usually requires the participation of

multiple resources, and the waiting time tw is determined by

the resource with the longest waiting time. Calculate the sum of

the service preparation time and the service execution time and

select the shortest one, then record it as Ttemp1.

The reorganization operation is to configure alternative

resources for service tasks based on historical data obtained

by process mining. Executing a service task requires a simple

resource or a subsystem (a collection of simple resources or other

subsystems), and when some of them are unavailable, alternative

resources can be used to execute the service task (d’Ambrogio

and Zacharewicz, 2016). In order to improve the response speed

to customers, this study defines the concept of service

reorganization. Service reorganization is to reorganize the

resources required within a certain range. However, not all

resources that have historically implemented this kind of

service can participate in reorganization. Only historically

sub-optimal but acceptable ones can be allocated. Thus, if

these resources are used to execute the service tasks, the finish

time may be earlier than the time to wait for efficient resources to

complete the same tasks. The combination of these resources and

tasks is defined as the sub-optimal service plan. When some of

the resources are occupied, the solution with the shortest time-

consuming Ttemp2 is searched in the sub-optimal service plan.
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Then, we compared with the shortest waiting time Ttemp1 and

chose the shorter one to form an optimal solution.

4.1.5 Aftercare of service
According to the abovementioned steps, the execution plan can

be obtained. Collect feedback after service execution and dynamically

adjust the efficiency of resources to adapt to future demands.

4.2 Specific steps of the algorithm

According to the abovementioned idea, the allocation steps

are shown in Table 1.

Through the abovementioned steps, the delivery of the order

can be completed through a complex service. At the same time,

the execution of the entire process only requires the service

provider to allocate the right resources for the service task via the

service system; thus, reducing the involvement of the customer.

In addition, PMRA is a dynamic resource allocation algorithm

and collects feedback during subsequent operations in order to

achieve continuous optimization of the system.

5 Case study

The experimental environment of this study is as follows: the

operating system isWindows 10; the development language and tool

are Java and Eclipse; the web server software is Apache Tomcat v9.0.

We use the improved heuristics miner for process mining (Zhou

et al., 2021). The data used in this case is from a manufacturing

enterprise (Company H) in the air conditioner industry. Since the

data involves the business operation information of the enterprise

and cannot be completely disclosed, we have processed the data. In

the figures below, Figures 5 and 8 are part of the output on the

console of Eclipse. Figures 9 and 10 use the 2016 Microsoft Excel to

visualize the result; Camunda 7.17.0 and Camunda-modeler

5.5.0 are used as process engines for the process simulation. This

section uses the service event log of Company H to verify the

effectiveness of the resource allocation model for PSS.

5.1 Case description and analysis

Company H is a well-known home appliance manufacturer

in China and an air conditioner is one of its main products. To

face the challenge brought by the rapid development of

information, Company H is committed to using cloud

computing and big data to realize service value chain

collaboration and value co-creation. With the support of

information techniques, Company H’s information system

recorded a large amount of historical data including the event

log of the air conditioner repair service. Based on the empirical

knowledge of the historical event log of repair service, this study

allocates resources to the after-sales service center of Company H

for arriving air conditioner repair service orders and seeks the

optimal solution under the resource constraints. In accordance

with existing data and interview results, we simulated a dataset of

air conditioner repair process event logs. After blurring key

business data and customer privacy information of Company

H, the content of the fragment information in the XES format

service event log is as follows:

This is an event in a trace, identified by the tag < event > < /

event> . The key “concept:name” in lines 4 and 13 corresponds

TABLE 1 Resource allocation algorithm based on process mining (PMRA).

Input: orders and event log
Output: service plan

Step 1: using a process mining algorithm to extract knowledge, including service processes, service actors, resources, etc.

Step 2: combining related services into a service pattern

Step 3: extraction of oNeed and oLoc from order O for arriving systems

Step 4: service configuration of orders to form or update candidate service solutions CS

Step 5: sort CS in ascending order by service execution time Te

Step 6: iterate through the CS sequentially and if all resources in S are available and form the optimal service plan for the order and skip to step 8

Step 7: if the current resource is not available, wait or reorganize the operation; choosing the least time-consuming option

Step 8: complete the resource configuration for the order, update the resource status, execute the configuration plan, and collect feedback
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to the name of the service task, while the key “lifecycle:

transition” in lines 8 and 15 indicates the lifecycle of the

activity. The values “start” and “complete” indicate the state

of the task. The key “org:resource” in rows 2 and 11 stores the

information of the actor, who can also be represented by the key

“org:role.” In general, the value corresponding to “org:resource”

is the trigger and the main executor of the activity. “org:role” is

generally other executors in the activity, which is not present in

this event. The key “time:timestamp” in rows 3 and 12

corresponds to the timestamp of the event, which in this case

indicates that the “Repair” activity starts at “2020-08-24T13:36:

29.000 + 08:00,” and ends at “2020-08-24T14:20:47.000 + 08:

00.” The key “repairDetail” in lines 5 and 14 stores the details of

the service; in this event “Repair_PT001E006” indicates the

repair of error E006 of PT001. Line 6 “part:partModel” stores

the code of spare parts. Line 7 “part:inStock” is the status of the

spare part. In this activity, the number of parts is adequate, so

the value is “inStock.”

5.2 Resource allocation in repair service

The case in this study is based on the principle of FIFO,

which prioritizes the allocation process to the orders that arrive

earlier.

5.2.1 Knowledge extraction
We obtain the service value chain from the event log of the

enterprise through an improved heuristic mining algorithm

proposed by Zhou et al. (2021). First, the original event logs

are filtered to get the valid service event logs and based on the

obtained valid event logs, the causality matrix is mined to extract

the actors and value information. After the causal matrix is

obtained, the basic and short-period relationship coefficients

are calculated to obtain the activity dependency graph. The

causal matrix is then combined with actors and value

information to construct an activity-actor map, which is

combined with domain knowledge and valuable information

to further construct an activity-actor-value map, from which a

service value chain can be constructed.

With the idea of the improved heuristic mining algorithm,

the “Repair” activities in the service value chain are extracted in

the form of BPMN as shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the

name of the service, actors, and value information are all

extracted. However, the “AvgTime” extracted from the service

value chain is the average time of all kinds of “Repair” activities

by a certain actor. In addition, the types of parts in the service

value chain are also the total set of parts required for certain

actors in all types of repairs. Therefore, in this study, the mining

algorithm is improved to mine more accurate information on

service time and part requirements and then to mine the

efficiency of engineers, which can be used as a basis for

measuring Te. The efficiency information of engineers is

stored in a HashMap structure, where the key is the specific

error type, such as “PT001E002”, which is error 2 of product 1.

The value is stored in LinkedHashMap, where the key is rID

(engineer number). The value is the average repair time of this

engineer in seconds, which is composed together with the

“repairDetail” to form rCapability of the engineer. The

efficiency information in LinkedHashMap is sorted by the

ascending order of avg (Te).

The result of mining the historical event log is shown in

Figure 5. In Repair_PT004E005, there is a significant difference

in capability between different engineers, Engineer7 has the

lowest efficiency, requiring three times more time than

Engineer5 to complete the repair. However, Engineer7 has the

highest repair efficiency in Repair_PT004E004, so Engineer7 is

better at repairing Repair_PT004E004 compared to

Repair_PT004E005. Since the repair efficiency of

Engineer7 for the Repair_PT004E005 task is too low to

efficiently meet the customer’s needs and the composed

service solution cannot provide a quality solution for the

customer, the service system will not involve Engineer7 in this

kind of task configuration or reorganization when allocating

resources.

By mining the historical logs, the demand for parts for

various error types of different products can be obtained.

Considering interviews with Company H, we get that there

are three states of parts. If the inventory is sufficient, the

waiting time is 0. If the store inventory is insufficient and the

parts need to be obtained from the warehouse and the customer

needs to wait for 1 day. If there are no parts in the warehouse, the

customer needs to wait for 3 days.

5.2.2 Demand integration and service matching
Customers can initiate the demand as well as the service

provider can proactively identify the customer’s needs. The

service process can be obtained by process mining; if it is

customer-initiated demand, it needs to go through the

intelligent response first. If the problem is not solved, a

manual response is needed. If the problem is still not solved,

the service order is formed according to the user description

entered into the service system and waits for the service

configuration and resource allocation. If demand is generated

through the identification of intelligent Netgear, it will be

confirmed with the customer and then generate a service

order to access the service system.

The speed of order generation is related to various factors, for

example, during the peak season for the use of air conditioners;

more orders may arrive at the service system within a certain

time. This case assumes that 10–50 orders arrive at the system

within half an hour in a given month. The subsequent example of

50 orders dynamically generated between 8:00 and 8:30 is used to

illustrate the solving process of the PMRA algorithm. The

differences in results and efficiency of the PMRA algorithm,

Genetic Algorithm, and the Random Resource Allocation
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Algorithm are compared using 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 orders,

respectively.

As shown in Figure 6, O for PT004E001 is generated at 08:00:

12, which is located at “Loc15.”Due to the character of the repair

service, the location where the order is generated is consistent

with the location where the customer wants to be serviced.

Considering the realities of the repair process, engineers

usually have all the parts and tools they need for all of today’s

orders ready before departure, rather than completing one order

and returning to the company to prepare the resources needed

for the next. In the actual PSS lifecycle, however, the state of the

service system is often elastic, especially for human-related

activities and there are often errors in the actual execution

(Yip et al., 2019). Therefore, this study proposes the variable

of errorTime to measure the uncertainty of an engineer traveling

to the next location. When the engineer travels to the next

location, the errorTime is used to measure td to better suit the

needs of this study’s scenario.

The analysis of the service value chain reveals that “Repair”

and “Test Repair” are the key activities related to resource

allocation. In this case, the heuristic process mining algorithm

was used to mine the causality matrix of the process, and the

FIGURE 4
Repair activity in a service value chain.

FIGURE 5
Partial efficiency information.
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dependency relationship between “Repair” and “Test Repair”was

found to be 0.9989, which is a strongly correlated sequential

relationship (Weijters et al., 2006). The relationship was further

mined by the “Event Name and Resource” classifier of the

heuristic algorithm, and it was found that the actors of the

“Repair” and “Test Repair” were the same engineer. Therefore,

these two activities satisfy the constraints of Eq. 8. Due to their

inseparability, these two activities and their logical relationship

and required resources can be combined to form a service

pattern. Under the constraints of Eqs 9 and 10, the logical

sequence relationship in the service pattern is repair (start),

repair (complete), test repair (start), and test repair (complete).

5.2.3 Resource allocation
The resources considered in this study in the key activities are

mainly divided into two categories, engineers and parts.

As shown in Figure 7, resources provided by different actors

are allocated and managed uniformly by accessing the virtual

resource pool. The storage structure of P008 is shown on the

right. The engineers of different outlets are also stored in the

virtual resource pool, waiting for the scheduling of service tasks.

This case assumes that the working hours of the engineer are

from 8:00 a.m. to 18:00 p.m. For the arriving orders, the supply

and demand sides are matched according to Eq. 2. For a certain

requirement, engineers whose avg (Te) is less than 30 min directly

participate in the service task, and engineers whose avg (Te) is

within 30-50 min are sub-optimal resources and participate in

the reorganization. Engineers whose avg (Te) is more than 50 min

cannot participate in this type of task. They should be configured

in more suitable tasks or they can participate in network training

before performing this type of service.

After the resources and services are matched to form CS, the

resource and service combinations that are not within the service

distance are deleted according to Eq. 3 and CS is updated. Then

arrange the S in CS in ascending order of avg (Te), scan the

service schemes in turn, and judge whether all the resources in

the service scheme are available according to Eqs 4–7. If all the

resources are available, configure the resources and update rSate.

FIGURE 6
Customer order.

FIGURE 7
P008 storage structure.
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If all the S in the CS cannot provide services at the current time,

perform wait or reorganization operations. If the wait operation

is selected, the system will optimize the shortest time that the

order needs to wait for scheduling or join the waiting sequence.

After the current time is consistent with the waiting time, the

waiting time will be passed into the function to configure the

resource and update rState. If the reorganization operation is

selected, the sub-optimal resources are allocated according to the

schedule and rState. Finally, the resource allocation plan of the

order is obtained.

As shown in Figure 8, take Repair_PT004E003 as an example

to illustrate the resource configuration result output by the

console. The order is generated and arrives at the system at 8:

28. The service system configures Engineer3 and P004 for the

order. After the configuration is complete, the P004 remaining

quantityNremain is 4. The start time of the service task is 15:27, the

end time is 15:56, the service preparation time Tp is 6.998 h, the

service execution time Te is 0.478 h, and the total service time T is

7.476 h.

The time arrangement and resource allocation results of

some orders during the dynamic arrival of 50 orders to the

system are shown in Table 2. The last order

Repair_PT001E008 needs to wait for more than 1 day.

This is because the stock of P002 is insufficient in the

store. It needs to contact the warehouse to replenish the

inventory. At this time, the warehouse has stock, so it needs

to wait 1 day until P002 arrives before the repair service can

be carried out.

As shown in Figure 9, it is a graphical display of the service

execution scheme obtained according to Table 2. The horizontal

axis is the time, the vertical axis is the order type, the blue bar is

the service task, the time corresponding to the left endpoint is the

start time of the service task, and the time corresponding to the

right endpoint is the end time of the service task.

The implementation plan can be used in the resource

allocation process of Company H, and feedback is

continuously collected to update the resource efficiency

information to achieve the effect of continuous optimization.

5.2.4 Algorithm comparison
Here, we compare the PMRA algorithm with the random

resource allocation algorithm (RRA) and the genetic algorithm

(GA) in terms of solution speed and solution quality. Since the

consumption of parts is determined after the demand order is

determined, this section makes an algorithm comparison under

the assumption that the number of parts is sufficient. RRA refers

to an algorithm that allocates resources based on the rules of

random dispatch. Engineers with historical experience can accept

orders. While waiting, the service system will give priority to the

engineer who is about to complete the current task. GA is a

widely used algorithm in resource allocation (Yao, 2020). This

study refers to the idea of solving resource allocation problems

through GA proposed byMezache et al. (2016), using activities as

chromosomes and engineers as genes, and measuring fitness

through total service time T. We compare the configuration

efficiency and configuration results of the three when 10, 20, 30,

40, and 50 orders arrive at the system under the same number of

parts, the same order quantity and generation time, and the same

order type. As shown in Figure 10, it demonstrates the speed and

result of the three algorithms when 10–50 orders arrive at the

service system.

As shown in Figure 10A, it is a comparison of the speed of

the three algorithms. The running time of GA is significantly

slower than the other two algorithms under different order

scales. With the increase in the number of orders, the solution

speed of the three algorithms is increasing, but the solution

speed of GA increases the fastest. With the same initial state of

variables, GA has the longest running time, and PMRA and

FIGURE 8
Repair_PT004E003 configuration results.

TABLE 2 Part of the service plan.

Order Engineer Part Start time End time Tp(h) Te(h) T(h)

Repair_PT004E001 Engineer6 P002 1 day 8:30 1 day 9:06 0.500 0.611 1.111

Repair_PT004E003 Engineer3 P004 1 day 8:30 1 day 8:58 0.500 0.478 0.978

Repair_PT001E007 Engineer1 P003 1 day 13:41 1 day 14:20 5.338 0.640 5.978

Repair_PT002E003 Engineer3 P010 1 day 14:13 1 day 14:57 5.850 0.746 6.596

Repair_PT002E003 Engineer1 P010 1 day 14:50 1 day 15:27 6.466 0.621 7.087

Repair_PT001E008 Engineer6 P002 2 days 8:30 2 days 9:12 24.09 0.713 24.80
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RRA have roughly the same running time. In addition to the

defect that the GA algorithm itself is slow to solve, GA also

ignores the characteristics of the process, which is also one of

the reasons for the slow solution speed. For example, when

generating the initial solution, GA does not consider resource

behavior information, resulting in poor initial solution

quality. Figure 10B is a comparison of the solution quality

of the three algorithms. PMRA takes about 5–20 h less than

GA and about 5–30 h less than RRA. Since PMRA is a dynamic

allocation algorithm, resources can be allocated directly to the

order when the order arrives in the system, while GA needs to

wait for a period of time so that the order can form

chromosomes before resource allocation. So GA takes

longer than PMRA. Moreover, RRA ignores resource

behavior information when dispatching orders and places

too much emphasis on the response speed of a single order,

resulting in an increase in the overall time-consuming. On the

other hand, due to the existence of randomness in GA and

RRA, the quality of the solution is very unstable and highly

dependent on the initial solution, and GA is also affected by

parameter settings.

5.3 Process simulation

After getting the service plan, we integrate Camunda

through the Spring Boot framework for process simulation.

This case uses the Repair_PT002E010 service requirement as

an example to show the simulation process and result. We do

not take into account situations where companies actively

identify needs in process simulation. Figure 11 shows the

service process of Company H. From “Apply Repair” to

“Archive,” the service system integrates requirements and

resources before assigning orders and allocates resources

according to the resource behavior information obtained

by process mining. According to the obtained resource

configuration results, the following simulation process can

be performed.

The simulation process is shown in Figure 12. The blue box

represents where the activity goes, as shown in 12a, which means

the process starts at the “Apply Repair” activity. In the “Release

Order” activity shown in 12b, the service system allocates

resources to the order. In 12c and 12d, the “Repair” activity

involves the transfer of various variables. The variables named

“solve” and “repairDetail” are generated in the “Manual

Interaction” activity and their values represent whether the

manual reply solves the customer’s needs and the type of

repair, respectively. Moreover, “engineer” and “part” store the

specific resource allocation plan.

The start time and end time information of each activity node in

the simulation is shown in Table 3. If the start time is the same as the

end time, it means that the duration of the activity is very short, which

is consistent with the event in which the “lifecycle:transition” key only

has the value “complete.”

6 Discussion

In the current service environment, it is difficult to rely on the

resources of a single enterprise to meet the service needs of

FIGURE 9
Service plan diagram.
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customers. In this study, we mainly refer to the BIRIS mode

(Wang and Xu, 2009) and big service (Xu et al., 2019) and

propose a framework for PSS considering resources which

provide theoretical guidance for resource integration and

allocation. We focus on the resource allocation part of the

framework, based on process mining technology to analyze

and extract service patterns, actor behavior, and resource

information from historical service logs to achieve reasonable

resource allocation in the service process to meet customer needs.

The historical logs contain a wide variety of information about

the service process, and here, we only get information that is used

to assist in resource allocation. If this data can be analyzed more

deeply, it can also be applied to other phases of the framework,

for example, customer experience information can be applied to

the service evaluation part.

In our proposed innovative resource allocation method,

process mining techniques clarify not only the actual process of

the service but also the relationships between activities and

between activities and participants in the service process. In

addition, the combination of domain knowledge and historical

behavior and usage information of various types of resources

provides the basis for dynamic resource allocation for each

service order that arrives. In the actual service process, there are

some uncertainties in resource allocation, some of which have

been considered in this study, for example, human-related

activities are often uncertain (Yip et al., 2019), and this

study uses errorTime to measure the uncertainty, some of

which have not been considered in this study; for example,

we consider that engineers’ working time is continuous, while

in fact, there should be rest time in the working time.

Subsequent studies can refine these uncertainties in order to

enhance the algorithm.

The processing of raw data from service logs is difficult

because of the need to shield some sensitive data related to

the company’s critical business and private information of

customers. In addition, the data set provided by the enterprise

is relatively small, which may bring some minor deficiencies. We

pre-processed the available data in conjunction with interviews

with engineers and domain experts from the company. In this

case, the process model obtained from the event log used in

process mining will be weakened and the actual business of the

enterprise will be more complex. In this study, the focus of using

process mining is to clarify the enterprise service process and

obtain the relationship between activities and resource efficiency

information. Hereby, some other valuable information about the

process may be ignored. For example, the efficiency mining in

this study is based on the start of repair and the completion of test

repair by the engineer, but it does not consider whether the repair

is successful or not, that is, it does not consider the situation of

restart repair. Because this information may also have some

impact on the time-consuming engineer and customer

satisfaction, this is a limitation of our algorithm. We should

continue to optimize the algorithm.

In the service process resource allocation simulation part of the

case study, an allocation result is carried out. Since process

simulation is not the focus of this study, the content of this part

is relatively simple. However, simulation is a goodway to validate the

FIGURE 10
Algorithm comparison. (A) Algorithm speed comparison. (B)
Algorithm solution quality comparison.
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FIGURE 11
Repair process.

FIGURE 12
Part of the process simulation diagram. (A) Apply repair. (B) Release order. (C) Resource allocation for repair. (D) Part of the process simulation
diagram.
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algorithm, and simulation in a visual way can help manufacturing

enterprises better understand the allocation of resources in the

product−service process. We have now developed some basic

simulation tools and can subsequently conduct some more in-

depth research in service process simulation.

Although the service system is not limited by time and space

when accepting service orders, the repair of air conditioners is

limited by time and space, which is closely related to the

characteristics of the product and service. Air conditioners are

large home appliances and usually require professional engineers

to come to the house to repair them when they break down. It is

necessary to consider the location where the air conditioner is

installed, the available time of the customer, the engineer’s

schedule, and the availability of the equipment and spare

parts needed for the repair, all of which will have an impact

on the service process. In practice, service points and

maintenance engineers will be divided into different regions.

Considering the service cost, cross-regional repair services are

not feasible. From the perspective of the whole service system,

the number of service orders is very large. However, the air

conditioner repair will be determined according to the location

of the air conditioner and completed by the service resources in

the region. At the same time, considering customer satisfaction,

the order should be fulfilled in the shortest possible time. In

addition, according to our survey of H company, more than

90% of the work of air conditioner repair service is spare parts

replacement, rather than on-site repair of defective parts. This

practice can save a lot of time on site repairs and solves

problems faster. Also, the replaced parts can be returned to

the partner companies where they were manufactured for

further processing. This is the service scenario for which our

proposed algorithm is oriented, so it may not be applicable in

other scenarios. Therefore, our algorithm has certain

limitations in application scenarios or we can extend the

algorithm to apply to more service scenarios.

7 Conclusion

In this study, we propose a resource allocation method for the

product−service process based on process mining techniques. On the

basis of reviewing the literature on PSS, resource allocation, and

process mining, we introduce an analytical framework of PSS

considering resources, which combines the ideas of BIRIS, cloud

computing, and big service. In this framework, we describe the

resource allocation problem in PSS, define the concepts of service

resource, service order, service pattern, and so on, and establish the

mathematical model of resource allocation. Aiming at this

mathematical model, taking the event log of the service process as

the starting point, this study gives the solution idea and specific

implementation steps based on process mining. In the case study, we

used the air conditioner repair service event log from the

manufacturer as the data set and verified the solution with a Java

development program for the resource allocation scenario of the

arriving air conditioner repair service order. The results show that the

resource allocation method we proposed can shorten the completion

time of the service. Finally, one of the configuration results is

visualized through process simulation. The main difference from

other resource allocationmethods is that themethod proposed in this

study considers the actual execution of the service process in history,

whichfills the gap of research literature in this field to a certain extent.

At the same time, it is also a new attempt to introduce processmining

techniques into the resource allocation of service systems.

Although the method we proposed has some obvious

shortcomings, as described in the Discussion section, it works well

in suitable service scenarios. Therefore, in future work, we will

continue to refine and optimize this method, such as considering

theflexibility of human resources and rest time,more service scenarios

needs, etc. Moreover, the analysis framework of the PSS considering

resources proposed in this study includes not only the problem of

resource allocation but also other aspects of the service process, which

can continue to be focused on and studied in the future.
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